Law Clerk – TCDIP Posting

Meagher+Geer, P.L.L.P. is a successful national firm with multiple offices, including in Minnesota, incorporating a diverse range of practice areas and is one the leading civil litigation and insurance coverage firms in the country. Meagher+Geer recently achieved certification as a Mansfield Certified Plus law firm. The Certification “Plus” status indicates that, in addition to successfully meeting certain consideration and transparency requirements, our firm has achieved 30% representation of historically underrepresented lawyers in current leadership roles and pathway activities.

Meagher+Geer is also proud of its participation in the TCDIP program for which it has been involved for more than a decade. We offer a unique summer clerkship opportunity at Meagher+Geer for first-year law students that combines a traditional law firm clerkship with experience working at an in-house corporate law department, Allianz Life Insurance Company. Through this program, students will have the opportunity to work at a law firm in the Twin Cities and spend one “rotation” working in the law department of a major corporation.

As a law clerk at Meagher+Geer, you will be responsible for conducting legal research and writing, drafting memoranda, document preparation, and other duties, as assigned. It is an excellent way for a law student to learn several different areas of the law from top quality attorneys.

**Qualifications:**

- Candidates must be enrolled in an accredited law school and completed at least one year.
- Strong research and writing skills
- Strong analytical and verbal communication skills
- Ability to work independently
- Ability to manage multiple projects
- Knowledge of WestLaw and Microsoft Office programs

Meagher+Geer embraces and promotes diversity, equality, and inclusion within our firm and throughout the legal profession.

To apply, send a cover letter, resume, and transcript to recruitment@meagher.com.